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Abstract
In recent years, various research on cancer treatment has achieved significant progress. However, some of these treatments remain disputable because of the emergence and development of drug resistance, and the toxic side effects that were brought about by the lack of selectivity displayed by the treatments. Hence, there is considerable interest in a new class of anticancer molecules that is currently still under investigation termed the cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). AMPs are a group of pervasive components of the innate immunity which can be found throughout all classes of life. The small innate peptides cover a broad spectrum of antibacterial activities due to their electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged bacterial membrane. Compared with normal cells, cancer cells have increased proportions of negatively charged molecules, including phosphatidylserine, glycoproteins, and glycolipids, on the outer plasma membrane. This provides an opportunity for exploiting the interaction between AMPs and negatively charged cell membranes in developing unconventional anticancer strategies. Some AMPs may also be categorized into a group of potential anticancer agents called cationic anticancer peptides (ACPs) due to their relative selectivity in cell membrane penetration and lysis, which is similar to their interaction with bacterial membranes. Several examples of ACPs that are used in tumor therapy for their ability in penetrating or lysing tumor cell membrane will be reviewed in this paper, along with a discussion on the recent advances and challenges in the application of ACPs.
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Introduction
Despite the numerous breakthroughs in the field of medical research over the past few years, cancer remains one of the leading causes of death in humans [1–3]. At present, conventional chemotherapy is still the preferred method of cancer treatment, even though its effectiveness is often hindered by inherent or acquired drug resistance [4, 5]. There are many reasons for chemotherapeutic resistance at the tissue and cellular level. It can be caused by the metabolic heterogeneity of tumor cells, where cell populations with different, complementary metabolic profiles couple up to induce chemotherapeutic resistance and cancer progression [6, 7]. In addition, the activation of growth signaling pathways or the inhibition of apoptosis, upregulation of drug transporters, and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage repair are among some of the other common mechanisms for the development of drug resistance in cancer cells [8–10].

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are part of the innate immune system in many organisms, and their potential in combating bacterial infections has been studied in depth [11]. Lately, researchers have discovered a group of AMPs that are involved in both antimicrobial and anticancer activities, nomenclated as anticancer peptides (ACPs). The novel mechanism of ACPs leads to lower possibility in the development of resistance compared to conventional chemotherapy [12–14]. Some ACPs can be utilized as an efficient strategy for intracellular drug delivery in cancer treatment which greatly improves drug permeation and the therapeutic effect [15]. There are also studies that demonstrate the ability of ACPs to lyse tumor cells directly [16, 17]. However, the application of ACPs in antitumor therapy is still primitive and requires further research. In this paper, the potential of ACPs in antitumor therapy through penetrating or lysing membranes is reviewed. A brief overview is also presented on other antitumor mechanisms of ACPs, such as apoptosis induction, anti-angiogenesis, immune cells recruitment, and so on [18, 19].
Membrane interaction mechanism of ACPs

Most ACPs are short peptides, approximately 50–60 amino acid residues in length [20, 21]. Despite their diversity in size and shape, be it as primary or secondary structures (such as α-helix, β-sheets, extended helix, and mixed as shown in Figure 1), most AMPs are cationic, amphipathic and possess a significant proportion of hydrophobic residues [22]. The cationic surface charges of ACPs are responsible for the electrostatic interactions between ACPs and negatively charged lipids on the cell membranes [23]. Meanwhile, the hydrophobic domain plays a vital role in the mechanism of the subsequent actions of ACPs after the initial interactions between ACPs and the cell membrane [24]. Yin et al. demonstrated that cationic surface charges of ACPs and an optimum hydrophobic domain are important factors affecting the function of ACPs, and the balance between the charge distribution and hydrophobicity of ACPs would promote the membrane-lysing activity [25]. These physicochemical properties lay the foundation for the activity of ACPs against bacteria and tumor.

Several models have been reported to describe the various methods that ACPs utilize in inducing membrane destabilization and permeabilization or peptide internalization, among these are the carpeting, toroidal pore, and barrel-stave models (Figure 2) [26]. The carpet model describes a process of parallel peptide accumulation on the anionic cell surface via electrostatic interactions just like a carpet. Like detergents, the curvature strain of the membrane induces disruption on the membrane after peptides accumulate to a certain concentration. ACPs may then enter the cell membrane without the formation of a stable pore or causing membrane disintegration [27]. Järvä et al. proved that defensins, cationic antimicrobial peptides, disturb the cell membrane through the carpet model by observing a carpet-like antimicrobial defensin–phospholipid membrane disruption complex on X-ray and providing a high-resolution image of a carpet-like mechanism of action [28]. In the barrel-stave model, a large number of peptides interact with the cell membrane and accumulate on the membrane surface, causing conformational changes. After that, the hydrophobic amino acid of peptides will be exposed to the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer, subsequently causing the leakage of cell contents through the formation of transmembrane pores by ACPs [11]. Yang et al. demonstrated that alamethicin, a natural peptide, conformed to the barrel-stave model [29]. To some extent, the toroidal model is similar to the barrel-stave model, whereby both models ultimately lead to the leakage of cell contents because peptides can span the membrane to form a pore [30]. However, head groups of membrane lipids must remain in contact with the hydrophilic domain of the ACPs throughout the membrane to make ‘toroidal-like’ pores in the phospholipid layer of the toroidal model [31]. For example, LL-37 could disrupt the cell membrane through the toroidal pore mechanism, having been confirmed by Wildman et al. [32].

ACPs specifically target cancer cells because of their negatively charged membranes. Similar to bacteria, cancer cells have negatively charged membranes because of the overexpression of anionic molecules such as phospholipid phosphatidylserine (PS) [33], heparin sulfate, sialylated gangliosides, and O-glycosylated mucins on their membrane surface [34]. On the contrary, there are more zwitterionic phospholipids, including phosphatidylycholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), and sphingomyelin (SM), on the membrane surface of normal cells [35]. Leite et al. found that the enrichment of PS in the outer leaflet of cancer cells significantly promoted the binding of ACPs to cancer cell membranes [36]. Therefore, ACPs would interact with the membranes of cancer cells instead of normal cells. It should, however, be noted that the anticancer mechanism of ACPs is not only limited to membrane disturbance. Some ACPs can fight tumors via other mechanisms such as affecting immunity and intracellular killing pattern, which will be discussed in a later part of this paper [19, 37].


ACP treat tumors by lysing or penetrating the membrane

Most ACPs can selectively attach to and lyse cancer cell membranes, consequently leading to the leakage of cellular contents and cell death (Figure 3) [35]. Due to its unique action mechanism, ACP works even before it gets into the cells, lowering the possibility of drug resistance as compared to conventional chemotherapeutic drugs [38]. At the same
Figure 2  Membrane penetration or lysis mechanism of ACPs mainly include three modes: carpeting, toroidal pore, and barrel-stave models. In the carpet model, ACPs bind to phospholipid head groups via electrostatic interactions and align themselves parallel to the membrane surface in a carpet-like fashion until a critical threshold concentration is reached. Subsequently, ACPs may enter the cell membrane without the formation of a pore or causing membrane disruption. In the barrel-stave model, peptides self-aggregate in the membrane when a critical threshold concentration of peptide is reached, causing conformational changes. And then, the hydrophobic amino acid of peptides will be exposed to the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer and a transmembrane pore is formed of which the hydrophilic face forms the inner channel while the hydrophobic face is on the outside. The toroidal pore model is similar to the barrel-stave model except that the headgroups of membrane lipids must remain associated with the hydrophilic domain of the peptides throughout the membrane in this model to make toroidal-like pores in the phospholipid layer.

Figure 3  Different mechanisms of anticancer peptides. One of the main anticancer mechanisms of ACPs is membrane disturbance including lysing and penetrating the membrane. In addition, some ACPs can also fight against cancer through other mechanisms such as angiogenesis inhibition, tumor apoptosis induction, and essential cell protein targeting, or immune cell recruitment to attack cancer cells as described.
time, negative charges on cancer cell membranes allow a certain degree of selectivity by ACPs [22]. Studies have also shown that although many ACPs adopt an irregular structure in aqueous solution, they are converted into a bioactive, helical conformation at the negatively charged membrane [27, 30]. Most ACPs take the helical structure as the bioactive conformation, but there are a few exceptions that adopt the β-structure instead, which fold prior to engaging the membrane [39]. This characteristic also contributes to the selectivity of ACPs. Therefore, ACPs present a novel strategy in tumor treatment. In recent decades, many researchers have been working to exploit the potential of ACPs in cancer treatment by cell membrane lysis, where some of them are already at the stage of clinical trials [40]. There is a list of representative ACPs that demonstrates their anticancer activity against several cancer types (Table 1).

The outline of the mechanism in fighting cancer is similar among different ACPs, but there are some distinct differences among them when it comes to their specific effects. ACPs such as melittin can interact with cancer cell membranes within a short period of time and cause membrane destruction as cell swelling, membrane blebbing, and breakage [37, 41]. The anticancer peptide magainin II, extracted from the skin of the African clawed frog, can selectively kill bladder cancer cells in vitro by the forming channels in cell membranes. Although this ultimately leads to cell death, it hardly affects normal cells at all [42]. Polybia-MPI, an antimicrobial peptide purified from the venom of the social wasp Polybia paulista, can selectively kill prostate and bladder cancer cells by membrane destruction, but barely affects normal murine fibroblasts [43].

Wang et al. reported that polybia-MPI could cause necrosis of various leukemia cells through forming transmembrane pores or membrane destruction, acting at the cell membrane level instead of entering the cell (Figure 4). This makes polybia-MPI immune to the common mechanisms of multidrug resistance, eliminating the possibility of cancer cells developing resistance during treatment [38]. Sinthuvanich et al. designed an 18-residue peptide, SVS-1, which tends to fold at the surface of negatively charged cancer cell membranes, and adopts an amphiphilic β-hairpin structure capable of membrane destruction, but remains unfolded and inactive in aqueous solution (Figure 5). As a result, SVS-1 can selectively kill various cancer cell lines such as MCF-7, MDA-MB-436, KB, and A549 by lysing membranes, but showed low cytotoxicity to non-cancerous cells [39]. In addition, Chen et al. found that when PTP-7b (FLGALKFLHLL), a therapeutic peptide, is attracted to the membrane and accumulated on cell surfaces, it self-assembles into exosome-like aggregates and induces membrane lysis, exhibiting a slightly different approach from other ACPs (Figure 6) [44].

Effective drug transport into tumor cells remains a major problem in tumor therapy, due to the difficulty faced in passing the drug through the protective physiological barriers in tumor tissues. Although the selective permeability of cell membranes that allows the transport of bio-functional molecules is crucial in protecting cell integrity, it is also the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACP</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Target Cancer</th>
<th>Anticancer activity</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melittin</td>
<td><em>Apis mellifera</em></td>
<td>Human and murine leukemic cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization; phospholipase A2 activator; phospholipase D activator</td>
<td>[90–94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polybia-MP1</td>
<td><em>Polybia paulista</em></td>
<td>Human prostate, bladder, and multi-resistant leukemic cancer cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[36, 43, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-03, NRC-07</td>
<td>Atlantic flounder species</td>
<td>Human breast cancer cells; murine mammary carcinoma cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-peptides A, B, C, and D</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Human, lung, cervix, glioma cancer cell; mouse myeloma cells; African green monkey kidney cancer cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magainin 2</td>
<td><em>Xenopus laevis</em></td>
<td>Human bladder cancer cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization; apoptosis inducer?</td>
<td>[42, 97, 98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomesin</td>
<td>Brazilian spider</td>
<td>Human colon, breast, and cervix adenocarcinoma cancer cells; murine melanoma</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVS-1</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Human epidermis, breast, and lung cancer cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[39, 99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactoferrici B</td>
<td><em>Bos taurus</em></td>
<td>Human fibrosarcoma, leukemia, various carcinomas, colon, gastric, neuroblastoma, ovarian, and breast carcinoma cells; murine melanoma and lymphoma cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization; apoptosis inducer; antiangiogenic; late-stage inhibition of autophagy</td>
<td>[100–104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL-37</td>
<td><em>Homo sapiens</em></td>
<td>Human oral squamous cell carcinoma and leukemic cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization; caspase-independent apoptosis</td>
<td>[32, 105, 106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTX-315</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>Human osteosarcoma cells; murine melanoma breast cancer cells; rat fibrosarcoma cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization; Immunological cell death</td>
<td>[107–111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardaxin</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Human oral squamous cell carcinoma cells</td>
<td>Membrane permeabilization</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The greatest barrier that researchers face in drug delivery [45]. Consequently, it makes intracellular site-specific drug transport a very challenging task. Other than that, the strategy of drug penetration from blood vessels into tumors has yielded limited results as it may lead to uneven distribution of drugs to different parts of the tumor, rendering the drug ineffective or may even increase the likelihood of developing drug resistance in the tumor [46]. A group of peptides called the cell penetrating peptides, that have been demonstrated to be effective in delivering drugs into tumor cells, may address this problem [47]. As membrane active peptides, some researchers have proposed that ACPs and cell-penetrating peptides are highly similar in several aspects. For example, ACPs have a short amino sequence and contain cationic regions with a high affinity for cell membranes [15]. Therefore, similar to CCPs, they also improve the efficiency of drug delivery by promoting tumor penetration and improving drug distribution within tumors [48]. On the other hand, some ACPs act by membrane interaction mechanisms leading to membrane destabilization and enter the cell without destroying the integrity of the cell, which may be the major reason for its drug delivery function [49, 50].

ACPs improve drug delivery efficiency by co-administration with chemotherapy drugs or by modifying nanoparticles. It was noticed that some ACPs could penetrate the cell membrane at low concentrations but lysed the membrane at high concentrations. This piece of information indicates that the mechanism of the peptide may be tuned as intended by altering its concentration. NRC-03, NRC-07, gomesin, cecropin A, and DVD-1P are some of the examples of this type of ACP [51, 52]. Hilchie et al. established that the pleurocidin family of cationic antimicrobial peptides (NRC-03 and NRC-07) could kill multiple breast cancer cell lines by binding to negatively charged molecules on the cell membrane that subsequently lead to membrane lysis. In addition, both NRC-03 and NRC-07 could increase the chemosensitivity of breast cells.
cancer to cisplatin [53]. Gomesin is a potential anticancer peptide that was originally isolated from the hemocytes of a spider, Acanthoscurria gomesiana. It has been reported that gomesin could efficiently treat subcutaneous b16F10-NEX2 melanoma in mice by directly interacting with the cell membranes and at the same time, facilitate the delivery of drugs into tumor cells at low concentrations [54]. Moreover, tachyplesin, a cell penetrating antimicrobial peptide, was developed as a nanocarrier for anti-miR210A, which could efficiently deliver miRNA inside glioma cells cultured as two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) spheroid models [49]. In general, however, current research on ACPs for drug delivery is still limited.

Non-membrane perturbation mechanism of anticancer peptides

Even though membrane interaction was considered as the primary activity of ACPs, it has been proven in recent years that ACPs could also target the metabolism or cell division of cancer cells, in addition to affecting the immune system [55]. We hereby briefly summarize some mechanisms of ACPs that deviate from membrane perturbations, including angiogenesis inhibition, tumor apoptosis induction, and essential cell protein targeting or immune cell recruitment to attack cancer cells [37]. These effects are not common features of ACPs, but they play important synergistic roles in the anticancer effects of ACPs [56].

There are many ACPs such as P9, P12, and SP5031 that could efficiently inhibit angiogenesis and fight tumors by interfering with the interactions between growth factors and their receptors [57–59]. Some ACPs may bind to the cell surface and penetrate the cell membrane, while other non-lytic ACPs may simply pass through the membrane and enter the intracellular compartment, both of which can disrupt the mitochondria and cause programmed cell death [22]. Bovine lactoferricin (LfcinB), an ACP derived from cow’s milk, fights against cancer cells by inducing apoptosis in several cancer cells types, including MDA-MB-435 cells and THP-1 human monocytic leukemia cells [60–62]. It has been reported that some peptides could interfere with functional proteins involved in tumorigenesis and tumor progression to eradicate tumor cells. For example, the human anticancer peptide LL-37 can affect tumor development by inhibiting proteasome in gastric cancer cells [63, 64].

As mentioned already, another interesting anticancer mechanism is the subsequent effects caused by ACPs on the immune system after tumor cell lysis and the release of cellular contents. Such a mechanism is displayed by some ACPs such as LTX-315 and LTX-401 [65, 66]. Zhou et al. proved that the oncolytic peptide LTX-315 could cause transient focal necrosis accompanied by a large release of HMGB1 and ATP, as well as activation of caspase-3 in a fraction of the cells after being injected into the tumor. At the same time, LTX-315 could induce a local inflammatory response by the infiltration of T-lymphocytes and myeloid cells. These phenomena suggest the ability of LTX-315 in eliciting immunogenic cell death (ICD) [67]. Another oncolytic peptide LTX-401 can not only cause necrotic lysis of tumor cells, but also trigger some immunogenic events upon its injection into the tumor. It has been proven that LTX-401-mediated oncolysis could produce a synergistic effect when applied along with established immunotherapeutic regimens [66].

Problems faced by anticancer peptides as antitumor agents

As previously described, there have been many studies on the applications of ACPs, mainly due to their unique anticancer mechanism and the low tendency of developing drug resistance. Although many among the huge pool of naturally occurring and synthetic peptides exhibit potential anticancer effects, only a handful are being studied further for their clinical applications [68]. This is mainly due to the many obstacles faced by the development of ACPs as anticancer agents (Figure 7), such as high toxicity to normal mammalian cells [69]. Hence, researchers are working on ways to lower the toxicity level of ACPs to healthy mammalian cells while improving their tumor selectivity at the same time. Some studies have shown that arginine residues in cationic anticancer peptide interacted strongly with zwitterionic phospholipids, which may be the reason for ACPs’ high toxicity to normal cells [70, 71]. Due to this, some researchers anticipate that by using other cationic residues such as lysine to construct an ACP, which may still direct the binding of ACPs toward the negatively charged cells, they may avoid hemolysis [70]. There are also ACPs that are designed to only be activated at the tumor site but stayed inactive elsewhere in vivo, so as to reduce toxicity to normal cells. DVD-1P, a novel anticancer peptide designed by Shi and Schneider, contains a negatively charged phosphorylated tyrosine at the C-terminal region, which disrupted the amphiphilicity of the peptide and keeps the peptide unfolded and inactive. However, when it is dephosphorylated and subsequently binds to the negatively charged membranes, it will form an amphiphilic membrane-active conformation. Therefore, DVD-P1 selectively lysed cancer cells that expressed alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and had negatively charged cell membranes [51]. AMitP is a novel acid-activated ACPs that was constructed by combining MitP with its anionic peptide MitPE via a disulfide linker. AMitP showed remarkable anticancer activity in an acidic tumor microenvironment but low cytotoxicity in tissues with a normal pH [72]. Improving the tumor-targeting ability of ACPs by targeted modification is also a potential approach to lower cytotoxicity [73, 74]. Hu et al. designed a chimeric peptide HPRP-A1-iRGD by modifying cationic anticancer peptide HPRP-A1 with its tumor-homing/penetration domain (iRGD). This peptide displayed higher affinity and selectivity for tumors and stronger anti-tumor activity as compared to single HPRP-A1 [75].

Another requirement for the clinical usage of ACPs in cancer treatment is their stability in serum. The presence
of certain proteins including serum proteases and anionic serum proteins in serum may reduce the efficacy of ACPs [76]. For example, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) strongly inhibits cell lysis brought about by ACPs. Only a number of natural ACPs are very stable in serum; while synthetic ACPs are always designed as serum-stable peptides [35]. Thus, there are cases where ACPs are more stable against proteolytic degradation by serum protease after their naturally occurring amino acids are replaced with synthetic ones such as D-amino-acids [77–79]. The high cost of peptide production is also regarded as a major hurdle to the application of ACPs. However, protein- and peptide-based drugs such as hormone, antidiabetic and antihypertensive drugs have been used clinically for decades [80, 81]. Pharmaceutical companies invest heavily in the development of ACPs, which will inevitably lead to the technological progress and innovation strategy of the mass production of ACPs [22]. Other than that, it has to be borne in mind that ACPs are perceived as foreign substances in the human body, so they may incite harmful anti-ACP immune responses including potentially dangerous allergic responses and the production of treatment-neutralizing antibodies. To avoid this problem, either ACPs derived from humans can be opted for, or ACPs should be co-administered along with immunosuppressants [35]. Furthermore, ACPs could be delivered by nanosystems such as liposomes to the tumor site, in order to reduce direct contact between peptides and immune cells and thus avoiding the development of anti-ACP immunity [35, 82].

At present, great progress has been made in the research of anticancer peptides, with several ACPs (such as LTX-315, LL-37) already in clinical trials [19]. The human cathelicidin LL-37 is a cationic amphiphilic peptide that can directly eliminate bacteria by interacting with negatively charged cell membranes [63]. In addition to its antibacterial properties, LL-37 has some other functional attributes including anticancer, antifungal, antiviral, and immunomodulatory activities [83, 84]. However, the clinical trials for LL-37 are only limited to intratumoral administration [22]. Another

Figure 7 Four major problems faced by the application of ACPs are shown here. (1) Cytotoxicity to normal cells, because normal cell membranes also have some negative charges. (2) Instability of ACPs in serum, resulting in low bioavailability. (3) Harmful anti-ACP immune responses including potentially dangerous allergic responses and the production of treatment-neutralizing antibodies. (4) High cost of peptide production.
ACP, LTX315 is a lactoferrin-derived lytic peptide that instigates tumor necrosis by lysing cancer cell and subsequently induces anti-tumor immunity. LTX-315 is currently undergoing phase I/II clinical trials for several types of solid tumors [85]. Although some anticancer peptides are already in clinical trials, the cytotoxicity to normal cells and instability in serum remain major obstacles for the clinical translation of ACPs [24]. Moreover, the phase I clinical trials of some ACPs suggest that the short half-life of the peptide was also a barrier that hinders the application of ACPs [24].

Despite posing great potential for practical application in anticancer treatments, solutions for the problems that have been described about ACPs should be identified before they can be widely used in reality [37]. Among the problems faced by ACPs, high toxicity to normal cells and low bioavailability due to serum instability are the major bottlenecks that are preventing ACPs from becoming cancer therapeutic agents. To overcome these problems, we can modify anticancer peptides in a combination of the following two aspects. On the one hand, we can make full use of the characteristics of tumor cells themselves and the tumor microenvironment, which are different from normal cells and tissues, and let the ACPs act specifically on tumor sites. For example, high expression of the ALP on the surface of some tumor cells and the slightly acidic environment of tumor sites [51, 86]. On the other hand, biomaterials can be used to modify anticancer peptides to increase their stability and prolong their half-life, such as nanoparticles. It is hoped that the bottleneck of the utilization of anticancer peptides can be overcome by using the advantages of biology and materials science simultaneously through biomedical engineering.

Future outlook

Conventional chemotherapy drugs pose many harmful side effects as they usually target all rapidly dividing cells, including normal cells in the body. In contrast, ACPs selectively interact with cancer cell membranes that are negatively charged, allowing a certain level of specificity. Besides, ACPs can also be used to treat tumors via some other mechanisms such as inducing tumor apoptosis, targeting essential cell proteins, or recruiting immune cells. Nonetheless, the exploration of ACPs' potential in cancer treatment is still at a primitive stage and a considerable amount of research is needed to further clarify the exact mechanism by which ACPs interact with cancer cells. In addition, current chemotherapy drugs must enter cells to be effective, making it easier for cancer cells to develop resistance through several mechanisms such as efflux pumps. This confers an advantage to ACPs that act directly on cell membranes unlike conventional drugs. These advantages of ACPs have attracted the interest of researchers, leading to many ongoing studies that focus on the application of ACPs in cancer therapy, as outlined in this review. Nevertheless, ACPs pose many challenges that cannot be ignored if they are to be promoted as anticancer agents, such as high cytotoxicity, poor serum-stability, high cost of peptide productions, and harmful anti-ACP immune responses. Most ACPs remain in the research phase, with only a few in clinical trials. Scientists have proposed some corresponding solutions as already mentioned, but the usage of anticancer peptides in cancer treatment remains limited. One promising solution is nanosystems. Nanoparticles could effectively improve the selectivity of ACPs to tumors with the assistance of targeted modifications or tumor microenvironmental response strategies [87]. In addition, nanosystems such as liposomes and gold nanoparticles have been widely used in drug delivery systems due to their prolonged drug half-life, enhanced drug stability, and selective release of drugs [82]. Nanosystems can thus be used to deliver ACPs as an alternative strategy to overcome problems that are currently faced by ACPs. With more and more research focusing on overcoming these limitations and obstacles, ACPs look likely to bring about new opportunities for cancer prevention and treatment.

Conclusion

The development of drug resistance and harmful side effects are important reasons for the failure of any anticancer drug therapy. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop new treatments that reduce the risk of drug resistance developing and increase cancer selectivity. ACPs, having been discovered for decades, fight against cancer by their unique mechanism of interacting with negatively charged cell membranes, so they are selective to cancer cells and do not easily develop drug resistance. However, only a few ACPs have been used in medical practice due to some of their own disadvantages, such as high toxicity to normal cells and low bioavailability. Currently, researchers have found a series of ways to overcome these problems, among which the construction of anticancer peptide nanosystems using biomedical engineering techniques is a promising approach. Anticancer peptide nanosystems can not only improve the tumor selectivity of anticancer peptides through targeted modification or tumor microenvironmental response strategy, but also improve its bioavailability. The advantages of biology and materials complement each other here, which will allow more and more anticancer peptides to be applied in the clinic.
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